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The role of logic state analyzers in microprocessor based designs.
INTRODUCTION

Not too many people question the fact that we are in the midst of a revolution, a so-called microprocessor revolution, and many pages have been devoted to trying to explain the whys and the future trends of this revolution. We at the Hewlett-Packard Colorado Springs Division, have been more concerned with the new measurement problems that are proliferating along with this revolution. Certainly the problems of logic state flow analysis were not originated by the microprocessor, but public awareness of the need for new measurements and the pressure for the instrument manufacturers to provide them is mounting.

The case for data domain measurement instrumentation, and in particular, logic state analysis, has been more than adequately documented in the literature. In particular, Charles House has written a fine treatise on logic state analysis (Application Note 167-4) which clearly defines not only the need for it, but also the differences and synergisms between logic state analysis, logic timing analysis and the more traditional time domain or oscilloscope analysis. This paper will assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of logic state analysis and deal specifically with some more complex problems, especially real time problems, as they relate to microprocessors.

INSTRUMENTATION IN THE MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN CYCLE

It is proper to question at what point in the design cycle instrumentation enters the picture. As a generalization it enters as soon as hardware is present be it a partially working breadboard or some combination of simulation/emulation equipment and the designers own hardware. A considerable variety of aids are available to the microprocessor designer, but when the troubleshooting problems become more real time in nature, more subtle in their interactive hardware/software idiosyncrasies, a real-time, non-interactive measurement tool is invaluable.

Illustration is still the best way to make a point. So, let's consider some fairly common problems to solve, often very troublesome without suitable measurement capability.

TIME AND OTHER PARAMETERS VS. STATE FLOW

In this first example, consider a case where the designer wished to measure the overall cycle time of an addressing system in a microprocessor. His case involved address buffering, ROM chip selection logic, and 3-state buffering of the data bus. Doing a theoretical calculation of the access time of this addressing scheme yielded at best only hypothetical results. What he desired was to know just how fast his system really worked. To this end, he instrumented the experiment as shown in figure 1. In place of the microprocessor a stimulus was applied that was fully controllable in both frequency and state value so that addresses could be generated at a variable rep rate. In order to measure the response of the system, a data monitor was needed that read the memory output data and indicated when that data was no longer correct. For this he used a logic state analyzer as a response monitor. (This example illustrates stimulus/response testing in a digital world analogous to the stimulus/response testing so commonly used in the analog world.)

![Figure 1](image-url)

Figure 1. Determining actual limits of access time of a complex memory addressing scheme can be accomplished easily with stimulus/response testing.
For the experiment he set up the word generator to provide an addressing pattern which he considered to be worst case. He then ran this addressing pattern at a moderate speed and stored the data (figure 2) as correctly read by the logic analyzer in the B-memory as a reference. Having stored this data, he used the Exclusive-OR display mode to show if what was currently being read compared exactly to what he stored as a reference. It was then a simple matter to increase the repetition rate of the word generator until the instrument began to detect differences. Then he reduced the frequency just slightly from that point and measured it. The frequency thus read, converted to cycle time, was the actual, not simulated or theoretical cycle time of the memory addressing system.

The previous experiment is representative of a class of problems dealing with real-time data flow. For instance, there are always such questions as how fast can a system respond to certain stimuli, such as interrupts; or how quickly can two keys be struck in sequence on a terminal or calculator keyboard and still have the data read correctly, and so on. Usually, these operations require several levels of logic and most often require an interaction between software and logic. The way to get the most dependable answers to these kinds of questions is through real-time measurement rather than simulation.

Of course, speed is not the only variable that the designer may want to measure on a parametric basis; he might prefer to look at overall system operation. The map display mode (figure 3) of a logic state analyzer allows him to actually watch a program being executed. The designer can establish a correct map pattern by photograph or just in his mind’s eye, and it becomes very easy to detect when that pattern changes even on a relatively slight basis. In this way the designer can monitor entire operations while he does things like vary power supply voltage, inject noise, vary temperature or create any sort of environment that he wishes. He can run his prototype or even production units through extensive tests to see at what point the operation begins to “blow up”. Not only is it instantly recognizable on the map when a machine begins to do something differently but it is also possible, with the aid of the cursor, to track down the area in which the operation appears to fail first and examine that area in detail with the resultant triggered table display modes.
Sensitivity to noise or ringing on bus lines is of considerable concern to the logic designer. Ringing is a common form of "glitch" that often causes erroneous state flow, but to measure threshold sensitivity in a complex system under all sorts of conditions has been a difficult problem. Quite often the worst problems are only present under unique circumstances. E.g., one bit of a 16 bit I/O is read intermittently in error only when nearly all bits in the data switch at once. One method to examine the system’s noise sensitivity is to use a 1600S system (figure 4) to independently read the data at two different threshold settings and actively compare the results. The A-memory inputs should read the data at a variable threshold setting under the control of the operator, while comparing each bit (Exclusive-OR display again) with data being read into the B-memory at the correct threshold setting (figure 5a). The entire program can be scanned using the pattern triggers and digital delay generators to provide proper registration.

Varying the threshold setting will show which lines have the greatest sensitivity, because differences in the data readings will appear (figure 5b). In this case one bit appears to be sensitive to noise caused by several lines all switching simultaneously. An oscilloscope will offer the additional analysis capability desired once the problem line(s) has been located.

**LOST IN SOFTWARE**

There is another general class of problems in software based systems that the author sometimes likes to refer to as the "where is it?" type problem. Typically this is the case where the machine is executing software, but it is not executing the software correctly. The machine is stuck off in a loop somewhere and the first problem faced by the designer or troubleshooter is to find out where in the software is it stuck, why is it stuck, and how does he bring it back? This is a relatively simple problem to solve with a logic state analyzer, because he can simply turn off the trigger switches and allow the machine to free run and acquire whatever data is present on the address lines. It is then a simple matter to either map the data, and ascertain in what area of code the machine is operating directly from the coordinates of the map: or, even easier, he can press the single-shot switch and arbitrarily grab sixteen words of address data to compare with his program listing. It is particularly useful to use a 1600S to allow the troubleshooter to see not only the address or program sequences that are being executed, but the associated data or instruction words as they actually appear in response to the addressing. Finding software errors or data dependent errors is much quicker and more accurate, because there is no need to speculate on what sort of instruction might be causing the erroneous state flow; the actual instruction is recorded. Having located where in the code the machine is stuck, the troubleshooter can select meaningful trigger words to either "walk" his way through to the point at which exiting from the loop is expected;

---

**Figure 5(a).** A 1600S system is used to measure data on an I/O bus read at two different threshold settings with the resultant data Exclusive-OR’d in the B-memory display position. (b) On the word following the highlighted trigger word in the A-memory, one of the bits dipped momentarily to a zero. As the threshold setting was adjusted high enough, the excess ringing caused by the simultaneous switching of a large number of bits on the same clock showed up as a logic error.
or he can use the END display trigger mode to walk backwards to the origin or entry point of the loop if he so desires. Usually finding where the processor came from is more challenging than finding out where it is!

The causes of failure to exit from loops, or causes for arriving in strange areas of code are of course manyfold. Such things as software errors, flag signals that fail to be set or reset, or fail to arrive on time, noise, any number of things can cause the machine to go crashing off into the software “weeds”. The reason a logic state analyzer can help solve these problems quickly is that it does not require that the user know anything whatever about the dimensions of the problem to make the first measurement. He simply grabs arbitrarily 16 words of data, or looks at the map and asks “where is it?”. The logic analyzer tells him exactly. Solving the problem from that point may or may not be straightforward; it may require thoughtful analysis to determine the cause of the error, but the logic state analyzer will certainly point out the location to look at next for that cause.

THE DATA DOMAIN AND THE TIME DOMAIN ARE OFTEN INSEPARABLE

Another fairly common problem calling for real-time analysis is one mentioned previously, one where a flag signal is being incorrectly read. A generalized example is shown in figure 6. At program address 1002, the external I/O signal must be “set” in order for the machine to correctly exit the loop. An oscilloscope or logic probe verifies that the flag signal is present but the machine fails to recognize it. The problem is one of timing and to analyze it properly the oscilloscope must be synchronized to the proper moment in state time, not triggered from the detection of the signal itself. One of the key features of a logic state analyzer is the trigger output. Two trigger outputs are provided. One, when a preset pattern trigger occurs and is recognized, a second one when the delay is counted down. In this case, the pattern trigger output can be used directly, because it is known exactly at which program address, 1002, the flag signal is to be read. Externally triggering the scope on the occurrence of that address enables examination of the flag signal synchronized in time to the software. Once a state-time reference is established, determining whether it is early or late is easy.

Note the need again for time domain analysis together with state analysis. The two are quite often inseparable and form the basis for instrumentation such as the “gold button” oscilloscope from Hewlett-Packard that provides single button selection of either time domain display or logic state analysis in a system (figure 7).

![Figure 6. Illustrates a typical loop problem. Failure to exit from the loop is caused by failure to detect or properly read the “flag” signal at program address 1002. An oscilloscope can be used to examine the “flag” line synchronized in time to address 1002 via the trigger output of a logic state analyzer.](image)

![Figure 7. The 1740S system consisting of a 1607A logic state analyzer and a specially modified 1740A oscilloscope was created in response to the need to combine both time and data domain measurement capability in a convenient form.](image)
REAL TIME DUAL CLOCK ANALYSIS ACROSS AN I/O PORT

As a final example, consider the problems of dual clock troubleshooting across an I/O port. In this example, an I/C test system has been designed which utilizes a 4-bit microprocessor (Intel 4004) to form a test station under handshake control from an 8-bit supervisory microprocessor (Motorola 6800). The supervisor instructs the test station to execute a complete functional check of the truth table of a quad 2-input NAND gate. What should be verified under real-time conditions is that the system operates correctly, that the hardware responds correctly across the I/O as a unique function of the software.

Again a 16005 system is used to provide the capability of reading data on two independent clocks (figure 8). Memory A displays 8 bits of the program sequence plus the 8 bit instructions of the remote unit, and memory B displays the execution of the functional tests by the test station. The two displays are sync'd together (figure 9) at the unique program step, hex address 22E2 via the bus trigger. The B-memory clearly shows the 4 possible input conditions on channels 4 and 5 and the 4 outputs correct for the NAND function read on channels 0 through 3. Note only 4 lines (clocks) of data are read into the B-memory because the test was executed single-shot.

Figure 8. A 16005S in a dual clock measurement. The A-memory is showing the software (8 bits of program count +8-bit instruction words) of the remote microprocessor (Intel 4004) while the B-memory shows the I/O data at the test station testing a quad 2-input NAND gate.

SUMMARY

The last example, one involving data transfer across an I/O, executed in real-time under dual-clock conditions, measured without interference by the measurement tool itself, summarizes in one experiment many of the special abilities of the logic state analyzers. In other examples, more mundane, perhaps, but often troublesome measurements were illustrated involving parametric as well as logic state flow problems. The reader should be able to identify similar problems he has personally encountered. He will make the ultimate judgment of the worth of logic state analyzers in terms of his own potential time saving or increased measurement capability.
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